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Our Tigers Fail To
Stem Last Minute
Sea Lions Score Touchdown

of other
things

In Game's Last Seconds

Special Courses Designed

By BOB CONAWAY

For Men in V-Programs
UNCLE SAM has finally pulled
off the kid glove. And the uncov
ered mailed fist denotes nothing but
trouble for Aryania. Algeria is but
a fraction of what is coming.
Don't misinterpret. This African
campaign wasn't a gloved slap across
Hitler's face, an invitation to "come
on outside sometime and pick your
weapon and we'll battle this thing
out like gentlemen." Nothing like
that.
It was, in fact, just the opposite.
It was the closest thing to a stab
in the back that the United States
has accomplished in many years.
However, it is just the type of thing
that she will have to continue doing
if she is to come out on top.

SECRETARY OF STATE Cordell Hull has already admitted that
American relations with the Vichy
French puppets of the Axis—a phase
of foreign policy which has been the
butt of much criticism—was main
tained expressly for the purpose of
bettering U. S. knowledge of Hitler
and Europe and Africa—and to give
time to the formulation of the cam
paign plans now being carried out.
This seems to be in the same cate
gory with the peace-talking of the
Jap envoys in Washington last De
cember The blow struck by the
United Nations last week may not
have been as full of surprise, as
devastating in initial losses, or as
horrible to the attacked peoples. But
—it does indicate the war spirit gen
erating in the democratic people.
Kurusu's delaying talk of peace
las n°t the only example for Hull
10 follow, however. There have been
numerous others: Hitler and Munich
—and the illegal disappearance of
Czechoslovakia; Amsterdam — the
®Pen city that wasn't; Jap attacks on
other China—where atracities too
conveniently timed formed the basis
tor intimidation.
Was by these things that the U.
could plan—and execute.

,:t
IT IS this execution that
,, „Wor'<I is now witnessing. The
plans seem adequate proof
,|.a! m'litary leaders know whereof
bard

Their silence has been
at times for the news-seeking
Am)tr
ican public to masticate; now,
"'PPears, the results will speak for
"^selves.
The
Pai ne.sPee(I °f. the blue-printed cami -indicates that the U. N. do not
e necessary leaders.
pjt ,
The cag,;n atlon of many of the French
wher'a'S anC* a<irairais shows that
. 1 the big push comes much aid
"'U Cntv,„ r
_.
,,
the C°me ^rom Frenchmen. Finally,
Coniparative ease of the entire
sh'Oty
|er 'tnu®t presage trouble for HitTh fen "5econd-front time" arrives.
dm j a secoiM front is being planhas finally
been admitted by
0,Ujr
ti°r, aj|l • This was the supposi-just ,a'0ng: some—in high places
better T t^le'r impatience get the
0 their judgment.
0

W3"i'

fin

basP „n the Russians take a new
° ^ings.
Mot ez-s
r«*liz
HITLER, though. He
es
f. ,
that th.—
... j

The new Stockton Junior College mid-semestjeep program got into swing yesterday with
a general assembly at nine o'clock, followed by
er

Contains material supporting
and refuting the editorial posi
tion taken last week in regard
to the Reserve Plans. You can
see both sides of the question.
On this page there is a news
story on late-starting classes
for reservists and an interview
with Dean Corson; inside there
is a reiterated editorial stand,
letters to the editor, and other
comment.

registration procedures. This newt
curriculum is designed to meet the
needs of reserve officer training. The
streamlined program will operate on
the basis of two whole periods per
class meeting, so full semester credit
can be obtained.

'SHATTERBOND!'
IT SAVES YOU

COURSES LISTED
The following is a partial list of
the courses to be given for both men
and women students interested in the
victory program: English, Speech,
iHygiene,
American
Institutions,
Physical Education, Air Corps Math
ematics, Air Corps Physics, Basic
Radio, and Radio Code.
The courses of study will be main
ly day-time study courses, but addi
tional subjects may promote the need
of evening classes. The change will
be dependent upon the number of en
rollment, and the possible addition
of more teachers to the faculty.
COLLEGIATES NEEDED
The innovation is in accord with
the need for college trained men,
which is all important for the ma
jority of the positions held by reserve
(Continued on Page 4)

Help Wanted
Feet Hurt!
Miss Phyllis Dodge has a case
of the bunions, not to mention blis
ters, tired tendons and—unanatomically—run-down heels.
She's the business manager of
the Pacific Weekly, a generous
ly profitable racket you may be
sure. And she needs someone to
help het^
The individual does not have to
meet any sort of mental or physi
cal requirements for the job. He
doesn't even need to have a - car
—or know how to drive for that
matter.
But! For his work he will be
awarded a ten per cent commission.
It is exceedingly simple.
One thing, though. You'll prob
ably get a case of the bunions
yourself if you apply— offset of

course by the nest-egg you will
lay by.

NEW CHIEF

That strange odor in the first floor
hall of the Ad. Building attracted
us last Monday.
Then we noticed the odd appear
ance of all the glass windows in the
Comptroller's Office and the office
transoms.
WHAT IS THIS?
When somebody almost walked un
der a ladder—we got excited.and de
termined to enlighten ourselves and
everybody else.
Remember those printed sheets of
air raid precautions that we received
early in the semester? We put them
away-and forgot them, but maybe we
had better bring them out again.
You see, the odor, the blurred glass
and the ladders all point to the new
shatter-proofing that Comptroller O.
H. Ritter is trying out. In case of
ai air raid, all the unaffiliated stu
dents living off campus that are in
the Ad. building make for the first
floor. If an explosive bomb drops
outside or even on the building, the
walls aren't going to just stand still.
We'll shake—they'll shake—and the
glass will crack, but not shatter due
to this composition varnish stuff
called "Shatterbond."
OH, FOR SAFETY!
' Probably all the windows in the
buildings named as air raid congre
gation points will eventually be pro
cessed.

AUDOBON HEAD TO
SPEAK TONIGHT
Bert Harwell, head of the Au
dubon Society of California is sched
uled to give a lecture here at the
college tonight.
The lecture, titled "Birds from
Sea to Sierra" will include a show
ing of four reels of colored motion
pictures, most of which were taken
by the speaker, as well as several
kodachromes.

Four seconds, more often than not completely
meaningless to the players of both teams, be.came large enough Wednesday to hand the Coast
Guard a 13-7 victory over the Tigers and keep
the latter eleven from establishing a new season
al record of two consecutive games without a
defeat.
The score stood 7-7 in the closing seconds of
the final period, the ball was on the Tiger one-foot
line, and the scoreboard showed it to be fourth

Frances Crozier—new occupartt of jinxed Rally Chair.

Frances Crozier
Is Rally Head

*•

in some form 0

scr"

that to reproach the V-men for their
lack of participation in the war ef
fort was in reality a sabotage of one
of the greatest systems yet devised
for the maintenance of educational
and officer standards during war
time.
Dean Corson indicated specific quo
tations which advocated the reserve
plans. In a letter, Lieut. General H.
H. Arnold had written, "We believe
this plan"—in this case the Air
Corps Reserve—"of deferment after
enlistment will benefit the young
men concerned and their colleges, and
also serve the vital purpose of in
suring a continuous supply of men
well qualified physically and by ed

NOT IN THE CARDS
Those last four seconds pro
vided one of the few thrills of
the' Armistice Day "classic",
when Johnnie Camicia took the
kickoff, ran until cornered and
then lateraled far across the field
to Gene Ridley. But it wasn't
in the cards for Pacific to win
the game from the more experi
enced, harder charging Sailors
and Ridley was knocked to the
turf as the gun sounded.
The fewer than 1000 persons who
saw what may very well be Pacific's
last home game for the duration, saw
a Bengal eleven that was minus a
consistent running attack to start
with fail to click with its overhead
thrusts only to score as the direct
result of a thrilling 45-yard punt runback by Johnnie Camicia.

PASS MISFIRES
They also saw a not to be de
Frances Crozier, the new Rally nied Coast Guard outfit come
Committee chairman, was appointed
from behind with a 73-yard
by the Executive Committee during march to tie the score some
its meeting last Friday. With Miss
five minutes later. And finally
Crozier's appointment much of the
they saw a last ditch Pacific
political wrangling between the dif
(Continued on Page 7)
ferent houses on the campus was
settled.
Although there was comparatively
little discussion on the Rally Chair
manship question in the Executive
Committee meetings, the subject ap
peared to be on the tongues of many
people around campus. And the ar
Dr. Dwayne Orton, former Presi
guments heard seemed to be on the
dent of the Junior College and now
best political move to make, not on
associated with the International
the ability of the candidate.
Business Machines Corporation in
Miss Crozier's homecoming rally
the capacity of director of educa
evidently turned the tide of votes.
tion, recently had one of his speech
Through this rally she showed that
es read into the Congressional Rec
she had the ability to dp her job,
ord.
*
and this point Added to the point
GREAT
SPEECH
that she was a good move, politically
The speech, "Fighting and Living
helped her greatly in obtaining the
in the Air Age," was read into the
appointment.
Record by Honorable Jennings Ran
dolph of West Virginia, October 1,
1942. Randolph said of the speech:
"It is one of the most interesting and
thought provoking addresses to which
I have listened."
Orton delivered the address Sep
tember 22, 1942, before the Chatta
It had been previously brought out nooga Chamber of Commerce and
that the main point of difference in Kiwanis Club. He stressed in his
the editorial had been concerning the speech that the citizens of the coun
sincerity of the various students in try were not sufficiently "air condi
tioned" at Pearl Harbor, and lack
the reserves.
of "air consciousness" of the Ameri
MEETING STATEMENTS
can public was chiefly responsible for
In a conference faculty partici the catastrophe.
pants had stated that in interviews
NATIONAL COMMENT
with them the students had expressed
The address received much com
their desires to enlist in a service
ment in press releases throughout
which would provide the most front
the nation, and his bold statements
line combative action.
and their proofs had noticeable re
In the same conference it was verberations in Washington itself.
brought out by a single example that
Dr. Orton vacated his position as
boys not now in the reserve were president of the Stockton Junior
hesitant about joining because of College last spring after he had been
the feeling that they were looked offered the position he now occu-

Dean Corson Points Out the Feelings of the
Armed Forces Concerning All V-Plans
The reserve programs are the most
satisfactory solution thus far reached
for continuing the inflow of highclass material to the armed forces
throughout the war, Dean Corson
pointed out last week in an inter
view brought about by the contro
versy that has arisen over an editor
ial in the Pacific Weekly titled, "Can
V-men Win the War?'
SHOWS QUOTES
444 singling
Mr. Corson,
UU1SUHj in
o O out numerous quotations from national lead
ers in regard to the reserve plans,
stated that the duty of the College
!.
cfotr ifl
boy to his country is to stay in
school iiv
no matter how much he might
scnooi

'down when 180-pound Del Wolters
tucked the pigskin to his stomach
and plowed into the center of a tired,
but fighting,
Pacific line. Referee
Lloyd Brooke raised both arms into
the air, signaling a touchdown for the
Guardsmen, and it was all over but
for "Pacific Hail" as the official clock
showed but four seconds of play re
maining.
'

Orton Speech Is
Put In Record

PACIFIC
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The Editorial Stand
This is not a retraction.
It is a clarification.
The majority of the male population of the College of Pa
Cific is either in—or in the process of entering—some form of
reserve program.
"Presumably they are officer material—potential leaders of
the national military."
"But from where they are now to where they have to be in a
few short months is a long journey around Robin Hood's barn."
The United States Army advocates their reserve program as
the best way to maintain high educational standards among their
personnel. The Navy is behind the reserves because they need
educated leaders. The Air Corps have the same feeling. College
graduates just make good officers.
It's that simple.
According to the armed forces the individuals who are in the
reserves are beyond reproach.
But.. .
And here's the crux of the entire matter.
But—according to the individual is the individual beyond
reproach ? No. He is not.
Ask yourself this question: Did I enter the reserve because
it was best for my beloved nation at war or because it was best
for me? Was I thinking about my country or myself?
The answers to both these questions in most cases is: No!
As a matter of fact that negative response is normal, healthy,
and entirely human.
Because all of us are "indivduals who have been unwilling
to give up the placid regularity and unworrying leisure of our
Collegiate lives."
Okay then ... so what ?
So the state of mind of all of us is not exactly what you might
G£0R6f AKlVMJTO call conducive to becoming great hell-for-leather war-time officers.
If this state of mind should by some circumstance continue through
training periods, then it follows logically that there are "going to
be some mistakes made that'll cost lives, lose skirmishes, give away
battles."
All right. Something's got to be done.
Some program"—in this school, here, now—"should be out
lined for these peace-time freaks in a war-time world. Something
more than inane Commando classes. Something less than actual By PEARL STINER
military existences."
This is Not a Fairytale.
The placid I'm-looking-out-for-myself-brother attitude' of
most reservists has to be changed into a the-greatest-thing-I-can- BUT ONCE UPON A TIME —
do-for-my-country-is-lose-my-li fe-defending-it attitude.
T h e w h i r l w i n d o f f i c e r - t r a i n i n g s c h o o l — t h o r o u g h a s i t i s —is there was a beautiful little garden. And little children played there
happily, smelling the roses, admiring the camelias,' and playing
not enough.
Boys in college are not geared to the war. Period. They are tag around "Saber Gates." Neither Quite Alone Nor Lonelv.

Brother, Read This Tale
And Drop Your Keys

COLLEGIANA
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By

->«1«E JUDGE

A, ,b, crowd „W"J

*

hind it row and row 0f
'
ange painted seats.' A f empty'
programs lay here and'V^1
butt of a cigarette an e *' 1
bottle. It was a
c<
thinking.
. g°°d P^ce (
So, I sat there.
The moments passed slowly
as time reached that unreal r, ®
tween afternoon and twilighf?"
a tall and lonely figure ^
Well, said the tall man
he spoke ,n a rich, untutored
•t takes all kinds oi peopl
make this world." And he se
his ungainly body comfortab

He was right. That stadiur
instance. We'd just seen the
play their last game for us
stein had made his last grea
fensive play, Boyarsky his last
le. The team we'd watched gro
years had put the finishing to
on the package.
The rooting section had hea:
yells re-echo for the last time.
Thompson had worn himself t
usual Saturday afternoon fr
Jim Corson's sea' green hat hai
the sea lions unimpressed.
The trumpeter in the visiting
had everyone asking questions.
Anthony had acquired two blom
very young admirers. And
Duttle's hair gleamed from the
Guard rooting section. All kirn
people.
"It was the same way in mj
war," said the tall man. "Only wt
didn't play football then. Tbett
were balls and dinners and hoist
races and parties. But that wis
just during the first year or so."

Rumors have been floating around
that the cadet dances are to beg®
again soon. And every potential
fiancee is breaking her neck for a
bid. The dim-out is causing house
managers more headaches than when
the laundry gets mixed up.
The quietness of the stacks has
been appalling this year. But even
night the kids make up for i t ' '
bull sessons a t Thor's held t o t '
accompaniament of "Mister Five i
Five."
.' ,
Somebody from town mention'0
Billy Hebert's death and for a &
ute the picture of the gamest a
runner Jr. Legion ball ever .,.
around here flashed across our m
Then we were off again laugh«
the prof, who locked his late
FOR WE'LL MEET AGAIN
ents
out of class.
"Shoeless" Hampton Potts who
Some joined the outside world and
is
a
touchdown
for
the
Gulf
Coast
really got pugnacious where it did
/ wonder", said the tall
0
the most good to be pugnacious. Military Academy, plays football sans 'if some of this doesn t
f5»
shoes.
Those inside soon calmed down, took
they'ree beginning to °
grow
Jf|.
tiiia sniff again and started propelling
in my day we grew'
know in
This week's Daily Californian ran
themselves rapidly in large com
if I don't think any
ier, but
a feature by a reminiscing hlumnus
paratively meaningless circles.
look
They thought there was nothing to who went back to the time-20 years
Have you ever noticed. .^he"
do, that as long as they stayed in ago—when two sophs decided to de of joy that prof. t"es t0
his pd
side the gate roses would bloom and vise some new means of entertain one of his listeners
playmates abound.
ing the campus. They bombarded
idea?
idea ha-'
the Campanile's bells with a gun on
SYNCOPATED APPEAL?
And sometimes the Pe®
Iff
Then, one day after everyone was which was mounted a silencer. They nothing to do with the c f>s lifta ?ala time, but staged a hursupposedly fighting mad at the ogre
just the thesis of the
cx.'®- after about
ried
fifty shots, That's all.
an appeal came from the outside for
1
-op if
to see
a little co-operation. A very little w ien a campus policeman appeared.
There arc many thinf ^der"^
(No ideas!).
A KEY.
classroom. The look o ^eie's fa"
FAR, FAR AWAY
that spreads across the
>eapod"
Bulletins sent to leading univer when Mr. Goleman has
,
,„,c life
Smaller children had already out
'j'gck^'
distanced them. But the sophisti sities this week stated that the Ma seem part of even a
fT>r
cated in the garden sniffed and rine and Coast Guard may soon be The patient voice ot
(er's ex
V'e'nf? with the WAAC's and the
,
plaining to Cal that his m
dashed, sniffed and dashed sniffed
ES for the "womenpower" of isi in
and dashed . . ,
.
III 101,
1U1, not 201-k
the United States.
Ring around the rosy???
And the lovely £ee 1 ^ eve«
middle of the semeste^ ^ cot"*
And that jar in the main hall isn't
1
Cal s scientists are seeking a so are catching on to v
ace"iiii"'
filled yet. It will be there again
busy^w
lution for the nation's rubber short is all about. The ev
this week.
y
You may not be a draft dodger age, experimenting with guayule and ing students
a J0®1 '
oksochyz, (Russian dandelion)— after night. The i'T
just because you're here, but if that
jar is still not full at the end of W 1 e Be Pauw University is an ZIXfbfB»»£#
the week it will prove that you're nouncing this week the discoveries
War imr-r,.,..—
2. one °f their nmf.t

They remembered, but no more
way behind the outside world in war-time thinking. They havoften than necessary, that there were
en't got enough of the war in their daily lives.
other people outside the gate. In
They're an ivory tower. Detached.
tellectually they faced the fact that
Sure. They'll become good officers, the best. And, sure. someday they would be one of those
November 7, is usually a gala day
outside. But the sun always shone on many college campuses, (more-so
We'll win the war with them leading our armies.
But they could be much better officers if they were physically for them, the roses were still odor eastern than on the west coast), for
iferous, and tag was still fun.
'tis Sadie Hawkins' Day—the bitter
and psychologically prepared for officers' training. If they were
end for eligible men. But this year
given courses in war-psychology, war-thinking. If they were THREE'S A CROWD
But one day, as in all good (?) all was slightly altered due to the
taught hate and destruction. If they were hardened physically—
fairytales the ogre came. This ogre war, as the students haver taken on
with a lot tougher curriculum than the toughest Commando class disrupted the life of those outside a more matured and serious atti
has to offer.
and in. And momentarily those in tude.
side stopped sniffling and running
If—That. Then—This.
But the San Diego State "Aztec"
The officers that came out of our colleges would be the way around without purpose. Sailing past did run a cute story and accompanythe roses with their noses at ninety ing pictures on the event "in memory"
they ought to be with the attitudes they ought to have. They
degree angles they looked for meth of the poor souls who unluckily "met
would be the best officers the world has to offer.
ods of retaliation.
their doom" on this day.

They would be able to prevent the shedding of someone's
blood some mother's son—some brother's—some sweetheart's—
that it was not necessary to shed.
You see, it is not a question of winning. We'll win.
It's the price we'll have to pay—you and me.
And it wouldn't be as expensive if reservists were taught—af
ter they have entered the reserves but are still in college—to think
about the nation instead of thinking about themselves.
And the thing still glares at you.
"Somebody's got to pull a Rurbank—

TAKE rr
EASY

I i
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Czajkowski's His Name; He
Knows All About Blood

CARSON CITY How Important Is Pacific
COMMUNIQUE studio Theatre? Plenty

Noted Doctor Shows Pacificites
How They Can Help Win Wars

Downstairs Stage Has Unusual
History; Things Worth Mention

By BOB REILLY

J

Maybe it's just a coincidence or
a series of fortunitous circumstances,
WILMA-LU CAWLEY
but the Naval primary pilots did a
By
Why is Pacific's theatre called the Little Theatre when it's
good job of wiping up all challeng
It doesn't take only a brass-buttoned uniform or a scream ers last Saturday night at the Car a big theatre and there's a little stage downstairs that by all rights
ing headline to make you realize that C. O. P.'s campus is very
son High gym when they downed the should be a Little Theatre but is a Studio Theatre?
much a part of this grim war anymore. It doesn't take much more Army secondary cagers 29 to 18.
Confused? We were too, once. Suffice to say that not

than just a terrific jolt to make you sit up, and get excited about
this WAR you have to fight from the back seat—it doesn't take

enough people ask that question. We mean that lots of people—

The Sailors of the air started out
students, some faculty members and
by setting up about six prints where
roUCh to make you want to get right +
certainly many play-goers don't reupon the Army dug in and held them alize the importance of the Pacific
:n there and start pitching!
scoreless until the third period. Su Studio Theatre.
WAR AND SECURITY
perior conditioning told the story THEATRE HISTORY
Take the other night, for instance,
from
then on with the Navy offen
The small, rather unpretentious
There was a fireplace
and a dog in
sive clicking regularly. Mel Simp stage below the upstairs theatre has
fmnt of it—a warm room full of
son, San Francisco boy, scored four a vivid history to its credit and a lot
security, and good books, and people,
(Continued from Page 1)
baskets for the winners, and Bill of interesting facts worth mentioning.
gut these people—they were talking
from King
De Marcus Brown's drama depart
about war, and what it was doing one doesn t consider the potentiali Cavelli, swarthy flash
to our generation. And the ques ties after the Mediterranean becomes City tallied as many for the defeat ment is widely known and praised,
ed challengers.
not only for his productions, but al
tion was: What can College kids a British lake.
so because of the number of dra
So German air-borne troops—the
do to help us win—anything really?
On the academic front flight
matic directors in the West who have
And the answer was: Yes, they can same ones, which stormed over Crete
help. Now. Listen to this, then! —have arrived in Tunisia. This checks and studies were turning into received training here.
move steals the march on the Ameri the final stretch as rumors flew that
It was the Studio Theatre that gave
A Doctor Czajkowski—Doc can forces in Algeria. It also seems thq final ground school examination them their first opportunity to direct
tor J. Richard Ccajkowski—is on to nullify the polite U. S. note re would be given Friday evening. Gird a play entirely their own.
the staff of the County Hospital
questing permission to cross that pro ing themselves for this test of all tests
at French Camp. This Doc tectorate.
the majority of the men can be found R U N N O N - P R O F I T
Run purely on an experimental and
hastily
working navigation problems
tor Cazjkowski came down to
It is doubted that the German
non-profit basis, the Studio Theatre
Pacific last week, and he talked troops will be able to hold off any or delving into Bernoulli's compli
has presented an amazing list of plays
to the kids—all about the same determined Allied thrust; they may, cated law instead of spending their
—works that were chosen not for the
free
nine
and
three-quarter
minutes
thing. Blood plasma.
in fact, be bypassed by mobile units
audience, but rather for the benefits
rushing to cut at Rommel's founda a day in dallying over a coke.
to be reaped by the student directors
AUTHORITY ON BLOOD
tion bases.
and actors. Musicals, drawing room
This Doctor Czajkowski knows all
Some sort of a record was es
comedies, unusual, intriguing dramas
about blood plasma. He knows all
THAT'S WHAT the strategy tablished Sunday when one of the (like "Bury the Dead"), works of
about blood blanks. He's been work now seems to be. The Field Mar secondary students, out practicing
ing on plasma for eleven years—once shal needs time to, reform his divi solo, hit updrafts and was carried well-known European dramatists, Ib
he had to give himself seven trans-, sions, build up his tank and artillery .to 8000 feet over the airport. The sen's plays, even original plays (re
fusions to prove that some experi strength, replace fifty or sixty thou usual ceiling for the secondary ships member Herm Spindt's "Simple Si
ment he had made would work. He sand men.
is close to 5000 unless they want to mon"?) are all part of the Theatre's
past. Take a good look at the pro
was one of the first men to start
The British and American forces spend the better part of the practice grams lacquered on the walls to the
hour
doing
climbing
turns.
experimenting on the stuff down in must direct a pincers movement be
entrance sometime.
New Orleans.
fore any Axis aid can be directed
SENIOR STUDENTS
A
dance
was
held
for
the
organ
This Doctor Czajokswi was born to the African battlefield. Perhaps
All the members of Director
in Paris—he has a French accent— the Tunisia garrison is on a suicidal ization Saturday night and was pro
Brown's class in direction (for senior
claimed
a
success
by
Hank
Shiffman
and he knows all about blood banks. mission of stalling the western end
who handled the details. Shiffman students only) must, with little or
That's what he came to Pacific for of that pincers.
seems
to know where to ferret out no aid, cast, stage and direct one play
-to tell us—
all
the
local talent for he appeared in the Studio Theatre. And there
By cleaning out Africa, the U. N.
SOMETHING TO SAY
at
the
affair
flanked by a score of have been some honies!
will expose the belly of the Axis.
Freshmen usually are cast in
To tell us that here is one way we
beauties.
Tonight, Tuesday, the
That might lead the way to a good
can all help fight
the war, and not
town is holding forth at the civic the plays. Embryonic Bernhardts
solar-plexis punch.
from the hack seat. To tell us that
auditorium with a big shindig to and Mansfields get their chance
—Thirty—
which the entire corps was cordially to prove themselves in a "down
he has the apparatus, the equipment,
'he staff, the place, and the time— readied. That's where Pacific comes invited by the sponsors—Legion Post stairs" show—then are chosen by
nnw all he needs is the blood. That's
4. Relaying this on to the men, Cap Mr. Brown for an "upstairs" part.
in!
tain Lawrence announced a curfew The student dirlctor generally has
'here we come in.
A CHANCE TO ACT
of 11 p. m., and early dismissal of had previous upstairs stage exper
Blood banks are one oftthe things
Look: It takes a pint of blood to classes which marks the first time ience that is helpful in carrying
*hich has lowered the mortality rate
make a unit of plasma, and it takes class has been let out .in the mid out his or her experimental ven
'Bis new streamlined war—a blood
tures.
three people to get a pint of blood. dle of the week for many a day.
lnk is something that every com
SEASON OPENS
That's because out of every dozen
mumty lias to have, but now—before
All this leads up to the fact that
This is the last column this cor
people who are blood bank candidates
11 has to have it to keep living.
there are from three to five who are respondent will have the opportunity the 1942 Studio Theatr season is
BLOOD AND FIGHTING
turned down—because of one health 0f writing, since when the page forms about to open. November 19, 20, and
are being locked up and the editors 21 will see the production of "Love's
Take Stockton, for instance. Every- reason or another.
0lle knows that Stockton's port is one
wearily go home next issue the class Labours Lost" It's Shakespeare's first
This Doctor Czajkowski said
°f the
most vulnerable
^
v IU1ICI dUIC spots
5JJUL3 on
Wit the this wouldn't happen if they of August, 1942—Carson City CPT— known comedy.
If you're inclined to balk at the
will be as widely dispersed as chaff
,acific Coast—wide open for attack.
could use young people—they
And that's
blown by the wind. And if the mention of William's name because
where the blood bank would be a lot healthier all the
CoBies in.
way around—be able to take it. editors still fail to rectify their mis of some high school English coursetake someone may even write the forget it! Director Lillian Kahan
Oie thousand units of blood is That's why this Doctor CzajowCarson Communique for the next
'o make San Joaquin Valley's ski came to Pacific. That's why
Lank a= success;
success: Right now, he talked to the profs., and the I program. Adios!
^
Stockton's most up-to-date
er s'x months of terrific work that
kids: The country wants volun
),a hasn't even
DRY CLEANING PLANT
been half way
teers to give a part of their at Pearl Harbor—how much it might
Mood to the blood bank!
mean to us later. In fact, it was
It's a very simple thing. Details this Doctor Czajkowski who was
If you want a job —
can be had at Mrs. Pease's office sitting by the fire the other night
in room 105, Ad. building. There with the rest of us. He was sitting
you can find where to apply, when there, scratching the dog's ear, and
and how. Or, you can go down to he answered our question: What can
(Since 1896)
Harding and El Dorado
Stockton's Health Center yourself, College kids do to help win the war
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
And his answer
and go through a couple of tests to —anything reallyf
Telephone 5-5383
of'fornia at Weber—Stockton
be cure that if you have the kind was: They can help through the blood
^ Tram Vcmi Pio/»A V/mi 0
„f blood they need. They won t hank—now!
take vou if there's anything the mat
ter-^, if you're not quite up to par

OF OTHER
THINGS

S*TELL

PRODUCTS—TIRE

And BATTERY SERVICE

in anv way.
SOMETHING TO DO
This Doctor Czajkowski
•
knows
all is—how much
how important
good, substantial blood bank meant

BLEWETT'S
We Make Our Own

ICE
On Pacific Avenue

Sibley E. Bush

(Continued from Page 2)
lock at those who try to tell the
truth. The people always scream
when they hear it. Remember
Socrates?"

LINDBERG'S
TUXEDO BARBER

CREAM

D A I L Y

2017 Pacific Ave — Phone 2-2830
Orders to take out. We cater to parties

r

I woke. The tall man was gone.
And the stadium was dark, and cold.
I picked up the program and my purse
and started slowly for the gate. What
a stronge confusion of thoughts had
been mine.
And then I remembered the tall
man, and the bowls of hemlock that
had been thrown at him. Maybe his
wise old eyes had seen the humanity
of man where we had looked with
only pessimism.
For the tall man had once said,
"With malice toward none; with
charity for all; with firmness in
the right as God gives us to see the
right let us strive to finish the
work we are in ; to bind up the na
tion's wounds; to care for him who
shall have borne the battle, and for
his widow and his orphan—to do
all which may achieve and cherish
a fust and lasting peace, among
ourselves, and with all nations."
is about to present a highly entertain
ing vehicle which she says is very ex
perimental and which certainly ought
to be a great success, if her enthu
siastic cast is any proof of the pud
ding—or play.

.4

Du Bois
Dry Cleaners

HUMPHREY'S

Sfiellubrication

TAKE IT
EASY

• An amazing Cologne in

solid form—different from
anything you'veever dreamed
of. Simply RUB it on! You'll
find it deliriously cool, last
ingly fragrant. Carry it with
you for an afternoon pickme-up!
Lucien Ltlong's Solid Cologne,
Balalaika, Tailspin and Whisper
fragrances |2 (Price plat taxes)

J. GLICK & SON
326 E. Main Street
Phone 3-0725
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Letters to
the Editor

Dear Editor.
(je that way. If we weren't this
. . . >ou ought to be shot!
wouldn't be America.
Lee Johnson
But the way you handle that
P,
„ki"d of thing is sure bad.
Dear
Nevertheless, you'have
- Ed.tor:
.
LMcveruieiess,
you nave said
c
haying what you said is a swell something that will make some of
way to show the kind of thing us do some thinking.
Ampnranc ought
mirr!-.*- not to do
J _ •
Americans
in time
—Miss L. E.
of war. It's worse than sabotage.
—R. M.
Dear Editor:
While I believe that your editor
Dear Editor:
. . . trash like that should never ial of last week which has caused
much unnecessary comment was in
be printed. Why don't you hire
S°me Ways
true- 1
feel that
ways true,
I feel
yourself out to Goebbels. He'd some
that you
you
were not justified in going around
love a guy like that.
-A V-7 Man Robin Hood's barn to get over
your point.
Dear Editor:
-"""j
Many of
ui us ienows
fellows in tlie
the ReKeWhat you said was the truth. serve Programs feel that they are
But how violent and undisguised. helping their country best by stayI wonder if you realized the im- ing in col'ege and becoming prepact that the negative connotation Pared for a job both now and after
of Draft Dodgers would have in the war- The country will need
peoples' minds.
educated men to put the pieces
A thing like that is dynamite. I hack together when this whole
certainly don't approve of your mess is °vertactics.
You are right about war trainBut the truth is the truth.
ing courses, but nobody likes war
—Two Reservists and why not wait until it is absolutely necessary before we get
Dear Editor:
ourselves involved. Yes, there are
You ve got
plenty of
o what
....... it takes.
vnziuy
ui fellows
ienows like you and I
believe what you said. I think who are dying every day but if
that something ought to be done we stay in college there will be
about these students whose atti- less bloodshed than if we all entudes toward the war' are not cor- ter the war as Buck Privates,
rect. It's natural for all of us to
_Jack Hanner

Education For Victory Mem)
Open Convention Tomorrow

IN THE
SERVICE
-A. A A A aaa ^ A A A

Dr. Jantzen, Dr. Greene
Form The Pacific Council

Warren Barton Mills, a former
student of Stockton Junior College,'
where he completed CAA primary
training, and won a letter for swim
ming, is now attending Navy PreFlight school at Athens, Ga.

The Adult Education For Victory Conventi
tomorrow in Anderson Hall. Dr. Marc Jantz
of Pacific faculty, and Dr. David Greene of i|" °7 the
Harry Tovani, one-time Pacific
6 J unior
staff, form the Pacific council.

student, is now stationed as a pri
vate first-class in the Candidates
Class, Quantico, Virginia. Harry is
a member of the Marines.
Verne Clifton, Pacific graduate and
former music teacher of the Tulare
County Schools, is now a private in
the United States Air Forces at the
Pecos Army Flying School, Pecos,
Texas.

ADULT PROBLEMS
The conferences will deal chiefly
with the problems adult administrat
ors face inthe present war emerg
ency. There will be section meetings
with representatives from the Cali
fornia Department of Education, the
U. S. Office of Education and the
Adult Education Section of the N.

THE BEEF
TOED
Things we'd like to know:

E. A., Officers of the Civilian De
Bob Olsen with Eleanor U
fense Councils, the Red Cross, the what happened to Fremont?
Parent Teachers Association and the
Gene Anthony with Vickie
Forum Associations.
son on her birthday-Hoy
SEMINAR ON WAR
that ?
Of special interest to guests will
What's Cliff Smythe doinj
be the seminar on War Production
George Carlisle, former J.C. Stu Training, which will be led by Charles Vance-Johnson league?
dent, has been graduated recently as Page who 'is special supervisor of
What kind of an agreemi
a glider pilot in the Army Air ForceW. P. T. for San Joaquin and Sacra Lyons and Billy Thorpe h;
at Fort Morgan, Colo. George was
also a member of the 143rd Field Ar mento Valleys, and the conference on
If Sonja is still carrying t
tillery Band before signing up for Training Civilian Volunteers for
for Chuck. Mandery hopes i
'flight training 19 months ago.
Emergency Duties, which will have
Donald Dickey, student of Business
Administration at J. C. last spring, is
now in the Aviation School Com
pany, Naval Training Station, Camp
Waldron Farragut, Ohio. Dickey
states that school is swell compared
to the dreary routine of service life.

Kelly Turner from the Office of the
When Martha Shaw is goii
Roger Gray Cross, graduate of Ninth Civilian Defense Dstrict
tired of waiting for Cliff?
in
Pacific in '41, is a U. S. Naval Re San Francisco as leader.
serve aviation cadet stationed at
(Continued from Page 1)
What happened to all the
background for rapid assimilation Pensacola, Florida.
DELEGATE LUNCHEON
officers. The following official state- into certain increasingly important
that used to visit Betty M
The delegates will attend a lunch
men made by Secretary of War, and increasingly technical fields of
Why things are going t<
eon
in the dining hall at noon.
Frank
Matteoni,
former
Pacific
Frank Knox, indicates that the Army industrial and military service.
complicated for La Belle
student,
is
taking
basic
flight
train
The
afternoon
sessions
will
deal
and Navy officials consider it a pat
now that Larry
Wiman has
»
DOING THE JOB
ing at the Naval Air Base, Liver- with the adult educators' place in V
riotic duty to attend college for
to our fair city and campus
more.
His
present
rank
is
midship
overcoming
the
shortage
of
workers
Men
who
accept
the
opportunity
special training.
of enlistment in the Army or Navy man.
Other topics will be Adjusting Busi
"The Army and Navy alike appre
What is the trouble betwei
Reserve and who conscientiously de
ness and Distributive Education to
ciate the spirit of patriotism and
ie
Judge and the honorable
vote their efforts in college in the
Margaret Barth, one-time student t e War Effort, Forums, Cultural
self-sacrifice which has led an in
Phi's?
manner indicated and those teachers at Pacific, is now taking officer train and Recreational subjects, and Adult
creasing number of young men to
in the colleges who are necessary ing in Des Moines, Iowa. She is a Education from the Point of View
forego, in whole or in part, a college
Shame on you, Jackie!—dc
for the education of these men may member of the Women's Army Aux of the School Board.
education in order to be immediate
the boy's feelings.
feel assured that they are doing the iliary Corps.
ly available to the armed forces
INSTITUTE CREDIT
job their country wants them to do
through enlistment. The Army and
Whether Perry Thornton i<
Teachers attending these confer
and jre performing their full duty
Jack Gravey, graduate of J. C., re
Navy recognize, however, that it is
competition for Clare Slauj
ences
are
eligible
for
institute
credit
in the war effort."
cently received his second lieutenan
imperative to the success of the war
Why you boys haven't note
The secondary important of this cy in the Army Air Corps. He grad Any one interested in the subject of
effort that there continue to flow
program is that it may help to keep uated from Roswell Advanced Flight adult education is invited to attend. nie Jamieson—that cut low
not merely into industry, but also
man ?
Stockton Junior College the top J. C. School, Roswell, New Mexico. Jack
into the armed forced numbers of
of California for war-time enroll is now stationed at Salt Lake City
If Omega Phi pins of But
men having the requisite educational ment.
Army Field.
and Kenny Graue are tak
place of "the ring" for a whi
John Lilly, previously a student at
what about Daren McGavrei
acific, recently was promoted from
OPEN
pin?
second lieutenant to first lieutenant
MONDAYS
m the Army Air Force at Stockton
Why June Cooley—Piedmc
12.00 to 9:00 P.M.
field. He is an instructor of phys
A student exhibit of wood sculp hasn't more dates?
ical education and director of rec ture was opened today in Weber Hall
reation at Stockton Field
by the art department of the StockHow McMurtry gets an

JAYSEE OPENS JEEP SKED

ARTISTS OPEN
WOOD SCULP
EXHIBIT

Wi
u- ,,
"
one-time
st,,d t°n
Pacific
student, received his
as
— gold wings
wings as
x
r
" in 'the "Navy
"
an ensign
at the Naval
Air Station, Corpus Christi, Texas
recently.
'
Here's bulk without weight
smartly styled shorties for town
• • - campus and night life! Yes
you II wear these good looking
toppers for every blessed thing
"rirf,t°i R E N J O Y T H D R C A S U A |
'ght look as well as their mod
erate owner's fee. We have them
in many colors and a variety of
tyles all deftly tailored for trim
vo'nr f- ln t0day and choose
your favorite from our collection.

$13.95

Joseph Loftus, former Pacific student, was commissioned a second lieutenant following graduation from the
fficer candidate division of the Anh-Aircraft Artillery School at Camn

7 JU"10r College' The main contra
S t0 the exhibit are Clint Ward
,
f°rmer stud™t at tl* J.
C. and now
rpcri CFONORL "
,1
registered in the College of Pa
cific and Jack Tough, former presdent of the Civilian Pilot Train
ing group and now registered
thwestern
""rmweste
rn University. The ex
exex
hibit
' . "egroup
blt contain.
conta'ns J
a representative
e
rk
ut
7 7 T° P out by the plastic
cIassss during the past three
°Ur years-

DaV1S> N" C

sh

SeVeraI

shown

unfinished works will be
the exhibit to give the am

• EZT EIHS' graduate of Pacific nerUMan 'dea as t0 h°w a sculpture
hand,ed- Photographs of
m 1932 Tiger football star, has re- nth
cently become a lieutenant in the shtZ W°rkS HOt avai,able for the
avy. Lt. Ellis's
commission was
was
exhibit.
un exniDit.
" ^"mission
TL™ingf. will also be^ on
and heads by Ward
given after Ellis had served with the and T
Navy for some time. He was said
1 7°Ugh which were done Is
to have been two days ouT to^a
"nd W
«
« made
WOod'. black walnut, and pine,
rom Honolulu en route to the States Th

SJrEjSS.?"

^ai^arl Harbor was attacked, thesrarthts^

GROCERIES
POULTRY
SECOND
FLOOR

The STERLING

VEGETABLES
PRUITS
MEATS

gaia-delucchi

0" exhibit

much—out of town.
(Continued on

BLACK SWAN
with Tyrone Power
and
JUST OFF BROADW,

Playing

NOW PLAYI^6

by

Home Made Candy
Fountain Service
•

Palace
Candy Stores
lunches — DINNejrs

BETWEEN US

&IRI-

and
/»PT LI CP T0
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WHOM
THE BELLES
TOLD

I Bulldogs Present! Sport
Dance Given By Pledges

EDITOR

(.Continued from Page 4)
j wonder what happened to that
0f a certain young lady on
fcTonye"'5 dresser'
he.sent it back?
that

Eould it be

ALPHA THETE PATRONS

i Is A r d v s Sibole's (alias
Boy
rre„chie) race red. She has been
twice for a student at the
mistaken
mmar school where she practice
graffltnt
Also Ardys, what is the
teacher.
with this guy named Ben
connection
that Guy named Guy.
and

class, is general chairman and states
the theme will pertain to Thanks
giving.
*
bECOR COMMITTEE
The decoration committee of "Ho
mer Werner, Tom Hogan, Bob How
ard, Sibley Bush, and Jay Deck are
keeping their decoration plans a sec
ret but they've got something cooked
up even if it isn't a turkey. Tur
keys are going to play an import
ant part in their decorations, how-

Good news, Fellows! Seems that

do not have to be a football
player to get a date with Alary Lou

Cameron.

Dave Farley in charge of obtaining
the bids. Homer Werner and Jack
Onyett are assisting him. They pro
mise something new and original in
the way of bids.

Jack Hughes, alias "Daisy Afae" is
all a-stirrin'. He can't make up his
mind 'on which girl he'll start a-

If you heard an eerie sound com
ing from Omega Phi Sunday night—
relax! It was only Burrhead Gilmore
imitating Jerry Colonna, and not bad
imitating, either!

With every pledge doing his part, the new crop of Omega
Phi Alphas have promised to put on the best dance of the
semester for their brothers tomorrow night.
The sport dance
is slated to start at 9 p. m. and will
Jack Onyett, president of the pledge

T0U

What was the deal over at TKK's
dance Saturday night when one cer
tain young lady had three dates.

Onyett Is General Chairman of
Annual Dance: Turkey is Theme

continue until 1 p. m.

pat Barrett, that little campus cu. jrom Iowa has finally captured
the heart of all the women's delight,
I g u e s s that
Dic|e O ' H a n n e s o n .
"Jove's labour isn't exactly lost!"

whirrin'.
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Professor Edward Betz, Dean Gilchrist Elliott> Professor J.
Russel Bodley and their wives—patrons for Alpha Thete

Ann Arnold
Marries
Dick Nax

Wish that PI e 1 e n e Halverston
Dick Nax and Ann Ellen Arnold!
would quit annoying that young as
What proved to be a complete sur
sistant in the library with her baby prise to Ann's sisters at Epsilon was
Hue eyes.
announced on the little white card
enclosed in the traditional box of
Understand Marc Brown is real chocolates passed at Epsilon on No
ly doing type casting in Arsenic and vember third.
Old Lace." Seems as though Lil
Kahn (prexy of Epsilon) is doing TAHOE HONEYMOON
Preceded by cries of amazement,
crazier parts each time.
Ann Ellen, herself, accompanied by
Fred Holden is a natural for Kar- Marion Little, walked into the dining
loff's part. He even looks like Kar- room where desserts remained un
loff (in a beautiful way, of course). touched and girls eagerly listened to
the exciting details of a marriage in
Memo to Weldon West: Get out Reno on September 20 and a honey
°t town quick. The World Today moon at Lake Tahoe.
Ann, a Stockton girl, .graduated
class is really out gunning for you
from Stockton Junior College last
alter that awful test Tuesday.
spring and for some time thereafter
Ovetheard outside of Dr. Pease's attended business school.

MARRIES

» II:

Ann Arnold—surprises by taking nuptial vows.

Zetagathean's Have
Big Pledga Party

Phi Sigma Gamma
Has Short Meeting

During the meeting, the girls work
Aforavian Seminary and College
ed on an afgan which they are knot
for Women recently celebrated 200
ting for the Red Cross. Dr. Fred
years of uninterrupted service in the
rick Steinhauser and Miss Helen Daneducation of women.
ner are advisors of the group.

be a bike hike. At the last minute an
enthusiastic group of coopers scurried
around obtaining the cherished bikes.
When all was in order the gang set
out for dad's point where they spent
the evening enjoying the echoes, eat
ing a grand picnic lunch prepared by
the members, and playing some vig
orous games.

Then came the ride

home and the gathering around the
big fireplace in the house for two
hours of community singing. Not on-

Bill Gilmore, Bill AfcGowan, Len
Hughes, Dave Farley and Afel Corren are in charge of the evening's
entertainment. Gilmore impersonates
a Mr. Gerald Colona.

ly was the affair acclaimed by the
house members who attended, but

the chaperones were like minded in
their high praise. Afuch of the cred
it is due to the hard work of Jen
The food committee consists of Jay nie Jones and her social committee
Deck, Bob Howard, Don Edwards whose meticulousness it was that
and Don Gentry.
gave rise to the event's precision.
Ted Clark, Jack Potter, Homer LIBERAL THINKING
Werner, Tom Hogan and Mel CorA new spirit of liberality has taken
ren make up the clean-up commit the house by storm with new meth
tee. The committee to make gene ods of house procedure being initia
ral preparations before the dance
ted into the organization. From now
consist of Bill Gilmore, Don Gentry,
on, for a trial period, not only will
Mel Corren, Don Edwards, Jim Faul, there be granted the privilege of
Len Hughes, Dave Farley.
smoking in the dining room for men,
but virtual abolishment of the tradi
tional dinner sign-out sheet is also
in the offing. The spirit which has
permeated the house tends in the di
rection of more individual responsi
bility and entails a willingness to co
operate which up to this time has
been lacking. Upon the successful
In keeping with tradition, Rhizo- conclusion of these experiments demia held its first literary meeting pends the success or failure of the
of the semester last Sunday. The house for this semester.
meeting was for the most part put
DANCE PLANNED
on by the new pledge class. The
Plans for the house dance to be
only older members of Rho Lambda
held a week from today are far adPho to contribute were A1 Larner,
Hec Hancock, Fred Holden, Stan ™nced. Under the leadership of Ruth
Dudley the theme, Autumn is beRessler, and Howard Staples.
ing carried out nicely. The affair,
Speeches and readings were given
which is to be a gingham and jean
by Frank Pierson, Jim Chinchlio,
dance, will be via records and all the
George Tomajian, and Ralph -Presnation's best bands have been invited.
ton. A debate on a vital question of ^ ^ mark the firs{
dance at
the times was then held by Bob ^ house fof [he year and it b be_
Norman, Ed Manuel, Milt Grieser,
ing anticipated by old and new mem
and John Miller. Afusic for the oc
bers alike.
casion was furnished by Bob Hansen
at the piano.
The Literary meeting has come
down through the years as- an important part of Rho Lambda Phi's
extensive cultural heritage. Back in
jgjg when the fraternity was foundthe primary function of the
edj
group was in the realm of literature.
As a result, Rhizomia has a cultural background of unsurpassable
extcnt and quality. With this fact
Now don't misunderstand —•
in mind, the new crop of Rhizites are
we mean one of our large col
striving to be well worthy of their
heritage.
lection of ' cuddlesome, soft,

Like to
Cuddle?

fluffy

SILVER HEARTS

Lambs, elephants, bears, kit

for friendship

ties,

riTMCHC? AT NFOON

go

and

straight

pandas;
to

your

heart.
P. S.—They make an excellent
gift!

Associated Women's Students

At All Hours

monkeys,

they'll

Operated by

FOUNTAIN SERVICE and SANDWICHES

animals, for your bed,

dresser, or nick-nack shelf.

CUB HOUSE

Delicatessen

the co-op last Friday turned out to

ENTERTAINMENT TOO

bracelets

ar>d

Due to the unavailability of a hay
rack, the contemplated hay ride for

RHIZITES HOLD
FIRST LIT
MEETING

®ss: "Gee, wish I had a physique STOCKTON FIELD MAN
''ta Jack Toomay's . . . why?
Dick, originally from St. Louis,
has been stationed at Stockton Field,
's "Suds" Lyons getting interest but was recently transferred to Demed in Muriel Sharpe? Wonder why
ing, New Mexico.
"Uriel doesn't get a new line?
In January the couple plans to go to
An autumn theme formed the de
Afiami, Fla., where Dick will enroll cor for the Zctagathean pledge party
Professor" L u n d b l a d a n d in Officers' Training School.
held at Miss Ethel Mae Hill's home
I
your trouble" Skinner reallast Monday night.
! Work in unison in the dining hall.
ORANGE PAPER
Invitations, which were on orange
Wonder why Wally Campodonico
paper with a design in the corner,
Jtsnt get a haircut? Maybe he has
bid guests to the affair through the
s eyes on Hollywood. Could it be!
words of an original poem.
A short business session comprised
pu .
After a short business meeting, the
Gcor„e 1,f_St man on the campus
^ program for the second meeting group played games and sang songs.
»tt» T
.Can get it whoksale for of ph; sigma Gamma, honorary lang- Thc latter were led by Dorothy BragomaJan.
6.
uage society, which was held Monday Cffa
Refreshments, consisting of
8est W
om;an on
Campus: Paul- evening. Alarie Canlis, president of pumpkin pie topped with whipped
lj]£
g avis s'lc really gets around). the club, presided.
cream, and hot chocolate, were serv(jiyt ^an on Campus: Fred TaioliThe group decided to formally ini- ed.
wantec' to asR Bim td
M h
tiate new members on December 7, CHAIRMEN
Committee
were refreshI1 a Theta Tau's Chocolate Party). and to sponsor a party for men in
Committee chairmen
c
at the local USO Club- ments, Afargretha Balb; clean-up, Ola
the service
Hartin.
house on December 12.

^eadyj^^fBeious—Always ^

Co-opers Change
Hay For^Bikes

CHAS.HAAS&SONS
JEWELERS

425 E. Main St.

Come in and see them

today at

|SMITH SLANo.
I

ALuiOn•****-.

TSAvu. 3-5851-

1
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'LABOUR LOST'
IS PUT ON
IN STUDIO
Lillian Kahn Will
Direct Class Play

PACIFIC
MUSIC

Anderson Hall
Late Monday
Monday, 3 :45-4:00—Beside the Book
shelf.

The College of Pacific branch of
Prof. John Crabbe's radio class is
the California Student Teachers' As now making recordings of chapel ser * be ""dertaken by\l
sociation—only professional organi vices. The aim is a close synchroni Women Students, /J*
By SALLY RINEHART
zation for student teachers on this zation between the speaking portion Cabinet meeting Mr a
at S o'clock.
°ndaJ
Pacific Studio Theatre will precampus—will hold their first
fall I ot
part
of the service and the musical part.
sent under the direction of Lillian
meeting in Anderson Hall next Mon- With this idea "•
in view, all
possibili
an posSI DII1- APPOINTEES
day night.
) ties lead to the fact that the
th„ chapel
Kahan, Love's Labour's Lost by
The A. W S .
services may soon be broadcast di
William Shakespeare.
Wednesday, 9:30-10:00-Radio Stage RESTORATION PLAN
rect. (The above statement has not
Lillian was the star of Ladies In Thursday, 5:15-5:30 - Children's
The meeting, intended to restore an official affirmation).
Story Hour.
the organization's membership to its
Retirement, and many other Pacific
Thursday, 9:30-lO-Mergenthwirker.. imposing level of last year, will be
Tittle Theatre shows.
From what I heard by "eavesdrop
brief and varied.
ping" outside Mr. Oliver's studio the
THE CAST
be chapel program will be aired
°J
0tl,„
The guest speaker Mr. Bruce other afternoon, next month's ora- secretaries.
are R, V
The members of Lillian's cast show this week, most likely on Tuesday. I Nichols has been invited from Lodi tonal, "The Messiah," has every pos- i appointed
Joellen Scott, Mary
promising talent. They are: Wally Watch the Bengal Bulletin for the [ and he will deliver a short address sibility of being very good.
time.
and Anita Perry.
Campodomco, Dave Farley, George
entitled "What's Expected of Teach
ers During the War."
lomajan, Louise Hall, Pat Barrett,
This group, headed
Mu Eta Chapter Founders Day was
Round About has become such
Bob N.chols, Martha Locke, Betty
celebrated
by
Mu
Phi
Epsilon
last
FINEST ORGAN
a
wn'swair™ei •
Hellbaum, Dons C'astonza, Winan favorite with the students that its
Wednesday night with a party, held
•
defense wor
According to incumbent CSTA
writers have turned it into a 15J hompson, and Marvin Morganti.
campus.
at the home of Mrs. Harbert. The
prexy
Muerl
Walters,
last
year's
or
The plot reviewed briefly is this • minute show instead of the regular
new members elect Were s p e c i a l
ganization was one of the finest
SKINNER HANDLES
Terdmand, King of Navarre, turns 10-minute one.
guests.
of
its
kind
anywhere
and
has
been
us court into an academy for the
Jane Skinner was d
- Promotion of true learning. The
Visitation" a stoiy of a man who well represented at all conventions
handle the program for tl
Mr. Wei ton and .Mr. Oliver will
partners of his enterprise are three comes back from the dead, will be held.
sing the duet from St. Paul by Men- assembly which will be gi
courtiers: Biron, Doumain, and Lon- | next week's show on Radio Stage.
The club was formed CO
comparative
«ary 21. This assembly
7™°
™paTahve- I delssohn, "We Are the Ambassadors"
, Z
,
.
gaville, who swear with him to study The cast has not been chosen as ly Vecentlv
recently for (lie specific purpose next Sundayj ...v/..,uig
morning at
the
Convre- ah girl talent, and it w
en
me
i^ongrcor three years, see no woman, fast yet but listen in and hear your of giving all Student Teachers a
sented before the student
givmg all Student Teachers a I gational
\tVe Harbert
U--K
phonal Church
Church, wherp
where Mrs.
one day a week and eat but one meal
"ends put on this exciting show. chance to discuss their problems and
I is organist and choir director The
on other days. Biron's reluctant
integrate their ideas.
, occasion is Dr. Breed's tenth anniv
agreement warns us of the lack of
J have a feeling that most of you INDIRECT MEMBERS
ersary in Stockton.
common sense in the enterprise.
would like to hear a little more
Che club's strength in recent times
about the personalities you hear on
COMPLICATIONS
The problem of the importance of
has been indirectly due to the great
the air, so each week I shall choose
music
in a war-torn world has yet to
The men have scarcely confirmed a personality to bring to you.
number of practice teachers that are
be settled, so says Mr. Bacon, as he
d he "Children's Sto
their oath when the Princess of
enrolled in the College of Pacific.
prepares for two more links in his Hour is a new show f:
r ranee arrives bearing her father's PERSONALITY OF THE
Monday night's meeting will be
WEEK
lecture recital itinerary. Next Thurs of Pacific Campus, comii
supervised by Mrs. Marion Pease.
° Crowns
Ae
day he gives his program before the Chapel next Thursday aft
200,000 disbursed by Navarre's fath
Everyone is welcome to attend. Re
Women's Club of Chowchilla and the KWG at 5:15.
er in the wars, together with a de C Yahif' I Tent Professor John freshments will be served.
Crabbe, M. A. radio director of the
next day he appears before the Rosemand for the surrender of Navarre's
This week's show w;
S
Udi
and
aIs
h7 r,' 7
°'
° one of the
ville Women's Club.
claim to Aquitane.
from Richard Wagner's
best liked individuals on the campus
She brings her three ladies-in-waithengren." Incidental mn
John received his radio training
mg, Rosalie, Maria, and Katharine at various colleges and universities
I r>Xfr- Welton- Dolores Rendon, and organ will be played by !
Dr. Werner presented a program instructor of music.
to match Navarre's three lords
In
thC
Country'
H
Among
spite of vows to the contrary there them
US°
Pi"Sburg last
them. Modesto J. Q, Fresno State
Tlie program was orij
Sunday
is a general falling in love. The College of Pacific, Iowa State Uni
Ardys Sibole and Patsy (
kings leads off with the princess, and versity, and New York University
are acting as alternate
Biron the first of Shakespeare's He was fortunate enough to study
and story-teller each weel
critical and intellectual heroes, falls
Opportunities for work during the
M rr„SrCoc°UtStanding men
Earl
m love with Rosaline, the first of
D°uglas Coulter, CBS
T I ,
Christmas vacation are now being an
Colgate university has
Shakespeare's witty and self-posses Philip Cohen, Robert Aura Smith'
nounced by Robert Fenix, occupation
book room in James B. (
sed heroines. Each of the four men Murray Dyer, CBS.
al counsel.
morial Library.
write verses to the woman he loves.
During his year at PadfiCj he ^ 77 t0 tbe great Mortage of sales
ach goes to the wood to sigh and
read his verses aloud. Each in turn sld' Ch,e7nTnCer for the Campus clerks in local department Stores
His fine
work was recog there are openings for both boys and
becomes aware by process of eaves Studio
nized by the college, and he was ap girls in retailing work.
dropping of the perfidy of his pre
decessors in the wood. Last of all pointed to the faculty. During his CARS NEEDED
I iZy'Z'Z" 7°™ th® reguIar Half
the cynical Biron stands revealed. He 77 7" teachinS at Pacific, he
own big ears or small R *1^11
shows no shame, but speaks in jus has developed the Campus Studio into t 7ab ,reSir°U77°rk dUr- LdiffCrCnt tyPC °f drama- dea'"n^ wiS
C
ege
tification of them all: a lady's love
Ste
°"
-dios
the Sst^
Tuesday T. B. A.—Chapel Program.
Tuesday, 3:45-4:00—Pacific Previews.
Tuesday, 5 :15-5 :30—Music for You
Tuesday, 9:45-10:00—Round About
Wednesday, 2:30-2:45—Pacific Musicale.

ss st™'"
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Tigers Whip Aggies 15-7
To Win Conference

Notre Dame
Can Be
Beaten

gustangs Are Determined,
But Lack Experience

Michigan Will Turn
Tide Saturday

Cinching the Far Western Conference championship for
By LEROY CHRISMAN
,j,e third consecutive time, the College of Pacific Tigers
trounced the California Aggies 15-7 in their annual contest
Ripping, slashing, and tearing—
jteld at Woodland Saturday before 1200 spectators.
five yards, seven yards at a time
Holding the Tigers scoreless
•he Aggie eleven displayed its de- "
.frmination. However, inexperience
d lack of precision told as the Tiggot under way late in the third

ers

period.

SLAUGHTER SCORES
With six minutes left in the
third quarter,
Bill
Hanson
rushed through the blocked an
Aggie punt which was scooped
Up by Clare Slaughter on the
Mustang 45 and ran over with
out opposition.
Clint Ward
sent the ball squarely through
the uprights for the extra point.

for almost three quarters,

TIGERS BEATEN BY
SEA LIONS IN
FINAL SECONDS
(Continued from Page 1)

pass misfire and set the Sailor
boys up for a 30-yard touch
down drive and the game.
Neither team threatened seriously
in the first half but it was apparent
that the Coast Guard eleven had the
power if it could only be harnessed.
Another touchdown came immed So it was somewhat in the nature
iately for the Tigers as they regained of a pleasant surprise when the Tig
possession of the ball on the Aggies ers scored first.
35-yard stripe.
From this point TORVIK SCORES
Johnny Camicia passed the ammuni
Camicia took the kick on his
tion to Slaughter giving the Tigers
own 46-yard line, cut for the
a first down on the Aggie 5. Earl
sidelines behind some nice
Klapstein drove the ball to the three blocking and hoofed it to the
and on the next play reversed to Bill
ten-yard stripe before he was
Hixon who went into pay dirt off left
hemmed in and knocked out of
tackle without being touched.
bounds. From there it was but
a matter of three plays—Earl
WAHL BLOCKS KICK
Klapstein through the line for
Making his debut on the Stagg
two yards, an incomplete pass,
coached team, Karl Wahl dis
and a reverse, Klapstein to Jim
played his fight
as he broke
Torvik—before the aforemen
through the line early in the
tioned Torvik sprinted through
final quarter to knock an Aggie
a big hole in the left side of his
punt into the end zone for an
own line to score from eight
automatic safety giving the Ben
yards out.
gals an additional two points.
Tommy Ryan, much publicized for
!n the closing minutes of the con- mer Sacred Heart prep star, sparked
lcsL the still determined Mustangs
the Sailors' initial touchdown drive
"stained an 82-yard drive for their with hard running punches through
""ly touchdown of the game. Two the line, but it was Sam Patrick who
passes from Lyle Meyer to John ran up the touchdown with a buck
IVoolsey were good for enough yard- from the two-yard line. Sailor Jim
to place the pigskin on the Pacific Telesinanic matched the conversion
- ,v'th an Aggie first down. Meyer tactics of the Bengal's Clint Ward
arried the ball into the end zone for and the score was tied.
'he score. The Mustang star also BOYARSKY STARS
"nde the conversion.
Yeoman duty by Ryan resulted

'NITIAL PERIOD
ft the opening period of the
hit, the Mustangs proved to be
an inspired team as they outPointed the Tigers. Little Sammy Lyons had a punt average
w ich was close to fifty
yards
and °n one occasion he sent the
ball
out of bounds on the Tiger
kicking from his own 42yard stripe.
was in the early minutes of the
*cond quarter that Pacific started its
first
T SCoring threat—driving from the
18 to the Mustang 10 before
Halted. The 72-yard drive was
. ^Led by Klapstein and Camaicia.
Ourjln
? this drive, Camaicia proved
C0ll'c' n°t only pass but also
run
1 w'th the ball.
ti ^;'e not Playing an excepp]°r'al* game, Tiger linemen did
eMy of damage and were the
•hain
reason for the Bengals
*indiln
g up on the long end of
t))
nea ,SC0reCoach Stagg used
as^ ^ aB ^'s reserves Saturday
tbaRe made more substitutions
sr- has been seen all season.

in two more short drives but a
gallant Pacific line, headed by
Willie "Gopher Hole" Boyarsky, stopped him both times.
When Henry Macoiszek inter
cepted a Bengal pass to give the
Sailors their third chance they
switched the heavy duty work
to Wolters and he met their de
mands, lugging the ball four
straight times for a score.
Boyarsky, handicapped by a leg
injury didn't get into the game until
it was well under way. But once on
the field he made a particular nuis
ance of himself, at one time parti
cipating in seven consecutive stops
Tackle Don Huff anchored the left
side of the Tiger line, playing one
of his better games of the season.

TULSA MAY LOSE
Although
University
list of

be

are

that

dropped

undefeated and

Tulsa

off

Yes, it's the same old Notre Dame
team that wins year after year—game
after game. Notre Dame represents
more than just a great university—
Notre Dame represents American
football. The team is not just a
team, it's a machine, a powerful, re
lentless machine that has to win—

By CLARE SLAUGHTER

Young Chris Kjeldsen's kingStanford's high-flying Indians, al
this week to the beginning of
ready the possessors of the coast
sized hoop men looked forward
conference's longest win streak, are
regular, daily practice on Mon
favored to make it four PCC games day.
in a row when they meet Oregon's
The already strong squad will be
hapless Beavers tomorrow.
augmented at t^e beginning of the
Other western games will find the
week by Clare Slaughter and John
Navy pre-flighters still without a de
ny Camaicia—basketball veterans of
feat after meeting Washington, Cali
known abilities—and A1 Cardoza—
fornia an easy winner over Montana,
Manteca freshman, all of whom will
and our own fighting
Tigers over
be liberated from football duties fol
the San Diego eleven, two touch
lowing tomorrow's game.
downs to one.
Stanford
Oregon State

14
7

c; O. P.

13

Navy

There's only one way to stop
this machine—that's with the same
brutal power, the type of power
generated by teams like Pitt of
'37; Southern Cal of '39, and
Northwestern of '40. Yes, it can
be done!

Ohio State
Illinois

Two Cfushing gridiron machines
are meeting tomorrow in the great
stadium at South Bend, Ind.—Michi
gan and Notre Dame. Michigan
will win.

RAMBLING WRECK
The Rambling Wreck this year is
winning—every game. Maybe this is
the reason: Georgia Tech is dedi
cating every game to the memory of
a guy named Beers—Bobby Beers.
You see, Bob went West some
where out there in the Pacific—
and he's never coming back.

DEPTH, ABILITY

Here they are:

ONE WAY

Every hear of Bobby Beers?
Bobby was the left halfback on
the great Georgia Tech team that
lost to N. D. 14-17 in '39 and went
gloriously on to conquer Mis
souri in the 1940 Orange Bowl
game. Weighing only 155 pounds,
Bobby Beers was idolized for his
great passing ability, but most of
all for his fighting spirit.

King-Sized Hoop Teams
Start Serious Sessions

7
20
7

Notre Dame
Michigan

13

Minnesota
Iowa

14

California
Montana

34

Navy Pre-flight
Washington

33

7

7
0

Wisconsin
Northwestern

7
7
0

13

U. S. C.
Oregon

0

Santa Clara
St. Mary's
Columbia
Navy

7

0
20
13

Baylor
Tulsa

20

Alabama
Georgia Tech

13
7

14

FRESNO DUMPED
BY USF, 33-13

Kjeldsen's squad' has veterans in
all positions, shooting accuracy threedeep in his front line, and a great
number of reserves.
His main worry this week has
, been how to disperse his height
and his talent so that the best
players may all play at their
best positions.
Most confusing of all has been the
guard situation. Unfortunately the
squad's most outstanding individuals
are all front-line men. Kjeldsen has
embryonic plans for turning Clare
Slaughter and Don Edwards into
guards and running Bob Nickel,
Ralph Netzer, and Jack Toomay up
front.
QUANDRY-MEN!
But Slaughter's great backboard
work is needed under the offensive
basket and Edward's accuracy from
inside the foul circle would be wast
ed if he were to be a guard.
As things stand now, Slaughter,
Edwards, Smythe, Bowe, and Chinchiola will be outstanding guards
throughout the season.
Toomay, Netzer, Goldman,
Shreobbles, French, Bush and
Beaton will be the finest
for
wards.
Nikkei is the only high-class
center.

It was a disastrous day for the
back, Neil Sheridan. Some of
Ohio State was the number one Fresno State Bulldogs on Armistice
the accomplishments of Sheri
team of the nation two weeks ago; Day as they were badly beaten by
dan included a 16-yard pass for
then they were defeated by Wiscon the University of San Francisco, 33-13
the second touchdown, and two
sin which became number 2 team of in Ratcliffe Stadium before a crowd
other long gains for the fourth
the nation. Last week Wisconsin of 15,000 spectators.
Don touchdown.
Although the Bulldogs held a
was defeated by Iowa. Confusing,
Fresno's first score came when Fel
13-0 lead over the Dons at the
isn't it?
lows let go of a pass to Mickey
outset of the second quarter,
The College of Pacific varsity
Masini into the end zone. The sec
the second half proved fatal as
plays its last game tomorrow. I
ond score for the Bulldogs came as
the nation's second high scoring
don't want to go into that (not a
the result of a 45-yard drive, cli
team was ragged by the super
winning season stuff) again, so
maxed by another pass from Fellows
ior San Francisco outfit.
let's skip the past.
to Masini for the score.
Will the Tigers win tomorrow?
While Jackie Fellows did most of
They have a team capable of do the work for his team in playing a
ing great things—well, not too splendid game, he gradually lost
Get your haircut at Bob's
strength as the high-powered Don
great.
BOB BARBER SHOP
Will they win? I doubt it—but line kept bouncing him around on
there have been times when I've the turf.
2008 Pacific Avenue
Almost as good as Fellows
been wrong—ask the Army.
The San Diego Sailors have 3
was U. S. F.'s stellar left halfred hot players—Bud Jungmichael,
great Texas U. blocking guard; A1
Braga, former U. S. F. star, and
AS ALWAYS—LET'S MEET AT
Presto Johnston, a great kicker
and runner of Southern Methodist
fame.
Fight you Tigers, fight, and nev
er stop fighting!

the

untied teams

lor University, they will still remain

What's Doing Tonight?

the top scoring team in the country
Fresno

State

College,

which

was

time high scorer has already

been scratched off the list of

unbeat-

en tnonhas rolled up a total of 329
F
The
World's shortest touchdown points including those made in tl
PaSl
ana,Jn record is claimed by Tony IT S F game played on Armistice
u. o.
• &
orroperate
With° °f the Green Bay Packers' Dav, while Tulsa has an aggregate
ne p 'be ball on the one-inch of 330 points, not including t is wee
for , anadeo passed to Don Hutson end's score.
a to«chdown.
T

he eV(,^ W:is asked by his coach why
TheCr_Called a pass in such a spot.
be| ^nl vvas held by Cecil I?a'otig ~ f°ssed a four-inch pass not
lo r 'g0 and Tony's amhition was

—relentless Notre Dame powered
its way to a 13-0 victory over
Army.

KJELDSENMEN
LOOK AHEAD

SLAUGHTER
PICKS
STANFORD

this week when the team meets Bay

at one

°NE-INCH PASS

chances
will
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ON PACIFIC AVE. — FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Let's Go to the

STOCKTON
ICE RINK
Bring your Student Body
card for special rate

dancing
Wednesday — Saturday

r R IANON

Lincoln at West Weber

YOLLAND ICE
COAL

LIME

WOOD

BRICK

FUEL OIL

PLASTER

DIESEL OIL

SAND

STOVE OIL

ROCK

CEMENT

GRAVEL

FUEL CO.
Tel. 6-6966
330 S. Calif.
Stockton
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Pacific In San Diego Fo
Season's Final Game!
The Final Gun

CLINT WARD
PLAYS KEY
POSITION

QUARTER

As the gun sounds tomorrow, end
ing the game between the College of
Pacific and the U. S. Navy, there
will be a note of sadness in the air
for some Tigers as they realize that
they have played their last collegiate
football game.
Calls Plays For Tigers
Some of these boys have played
for four years, working and sweat
In His Last Game
ing—just because they love the game
Clint "Mandy" Ward who
and that's all. There is no reward—
hails from Alameda has had but
only a satisfaction which comes from
playing and winning. Win or lose it one real tough break during his
was still swell To be in a game and long football career. But if it
wasn't for this misfortune he
yet your face and hands muddy.
would not be playing for the
He may not go down as a
College of Pacific Tigers this
football great, but he is happy,
season.
because he knows that you don't
BROKEN LEG
have to have your name in head
Ward broke his leg during the
lines to be somebody or havft
second week of practice in 1938.
people like you.
That was the year of the "Golden
Great Guy
Jubilee". The Tigers in celebrating
There is someone we would like A. A. Stagg's fifty-year
coaching
to mention here, because he prob span rambled all over the country
CLINT WARD
ably feels this way. Yes, it is Willie that year.
Boyarsky.
He ranks among the
Poor Clint was carried to the
greatest of all defensive ends, and
Infirmary a few nights before
yet he would be satisfied if he were the team left for South Dakota.
somebody nobody ever heard of. He
The following week the Tigers
is a naive sort of fellow who always
upset the might Golden Bears
concentrates on playing good foot of California and Clint didn't
ball—he is Stagg's ideal and ours even get to see the upset.
too.
COULDN'T GO
It was back in the fall of 1938 that
The greatest reward of the 1938
we first saw Willie as he sat on the season was a trip to the Hawaiian
Intramural basket ball's second and
steps of the old gym and tied his Islands. Clint went out for the team
shoe-laces on his way out for the again before his leg was quite heal third rounds will be run off next
Frosh team. He was a friendly sort ed. He wanted to go on that trip week. In the Third Round Sched
of lad, and always had a smile on his and would have, except for one little ule all games will start promptly at
7:45 p. m. The gym will be open at
face.
pin that wouldn't hold him up.
7:15 so the teams may practice. Also
He never went around strutting or
Because of this injury, Clint
bragging for very little was ever missed plenty that year because members of the football squad who
are not basketball lettermen (any col
said by Willie.
he didn't play any he has been
Willie has played his last game be eligible this year. He broke into lege) will be eligible to play.
fore Pacific fans and a great one.
the starting line-up the very THIRD ROUND
Watching him closely through the
INTRAMURAL BASKET BALL
next season and this marks his
glasses, we saw him breaking up play third and final year of 60-minTermites vs. Rhizomia—Tuesday,
after play, running from one side of
November 17.
ute football.
the field to the other to bring down CALLS PLAYS
Omega Phi. vs. Manor—Tuesday,
the man with the ball. He never missClint is the brain trust of the team. November 17.
eda tackle unless he was swept com
Dorm vs. West Town—Wednesday,
He calls the plays. The Tigers have
pletely out of the play by two or
been in many a hot spot during the November 18.
three men.
East Town vs. Archania—Wednes
past three seasons that his quick
People will always remember Wil
day, November 18.
thinking has pulled them through.
lie, not because he is a great foot
In addition, Ward is great on TENNIS
ball player, but because he is a great
pass defense. Many intercep
Through lack of sufficient interest
guy.
tions have been credited to him.
in several organizations there has not
Ward is counted on to pass for been complete teams present for the
A Quotation
There are a number of fellows the Tigers when all the other chuck- scheduled contests.
Rhizomia forfeited to Archania and
who are on the football team this ers have been laid up as has been
year who haven't had any previous the case a great deal this season. Omega Phi. Manor forfeited to
experience and don't get in the games He is not the greatest passer in the West Town. Archania defeated the
very often. Here is what the San world but he is very accurate.
Dorm team during the last week's
play-off.
Jose Mercury Herald had to say POINT ADDER
He excells in kicking con
There remain to be played
about one who got in a game by mis
versions after touchdowns. No
take.
the following games:
one has been his equal on adding
"Molle, a halfback, whom the
Rhizomia vs. Dorm—Monday,
such points for the Tigers. His
November 16.
coaches thought wasn't good
percentage is very high.
enough to have his name on the
West Town vs. Archania—
Clint Ward is waiting call to the Tuesday, November 17.
program, provided the only
spark the Tigers had all day Army Air Corps but hopes to finish
Rhizomia vs. Manor — Wed
the present semester. He took the nesday, November 18.
when he came within 8 yards of
C. P. T. course at Nevada last spring
passing and running his team to
Omega Phi vs. Archania —
a touchdown, starting from the and will be no green horn when he Thursday, November 19.
climbs into one of those Army
Tiger 35."
Dorm vs. West Town—Mon
bombers.
day, November 23.
Past Games
All matches will start exactly at
The Aggiq, game last Saturday re
4:30 p. m. Be there with your team.
minded us somewhat of the FresnoThe matches between the West
Pacific tilt. This time it was the
Town and Archania, and Omega
opponents who were the underdogs
Phi and Archania will doubtless de
and who were all fired up. The Mus
termine the tennis championship.
tangs Included mostly freshmen with
The intramural standings up to
little experience, but they fought
During the first four days of each
with all their might to get the Tiger week, trials will be held for quolifi- date as of Tuesday night, November
10, are as follows, for tennis:
by the tail.
cation in Sigma Delta Psi, National
Archania 12, no matches lost.
It was tough to lose the other game Athletic Fraternity, providing the
West Town, 9.
and it was sad to see how Pacific weather remains good, announced
Omega Phi, 7.
rooters had deserted their team. Coach Jackson.
Dorm, 3.
There wasn't much spirit in the stands
Trials for the various events are
Manor,
0.
and it wouldn't have taken too much to be at 4:45 on the track and field
Rhizomia, 0.
to win the contest. The half-time in Baxter Stadium.
These results cover three' sports
stunt was good enough to bring peo
At present, Daren A1cGovcrn is the
ple back to life, however, for the only person in the student body who namely, volley ball, basket ball, and
tennis.
second half.
has qualified and been received into
To date the aggregate of points
The Coast Guard band had plenty the Fraternity. There are a number
src i
of hot notes in its instruments and
of men who have completed over
Rhizomia, 55.
the reason is easy to explain.
half of the thirteen required events.
Archania, 47.
This band is made up of men who
Details ahnnt tho

'MURAL HOOP
ENTERS 3rd
ROUND

Training Station Has Untna
Record, Jungmichael, Johnsol

Our Tigers' hopes for victory against the Sa
Naval Station—already dim—were darker still late ^
as it became known that Presto Johnson, form ^'
Methodist All-American would start for the Navy" ^°Ut!
The Training Station eleven also boasts the

6 Serv'tei
Bud Jungmichael, great Texas Uni--f
.
versity running guard, and A1 Braga,
Johnny Camicia was removed from
whisk artist.
UNDEFEATED OUTFIT
The San Diegans are undefeated
thus far in their moderately long
Scoring four touchdowns j
and tough schedule.
They are a climax team—scoring second half, the San Jose SM
from midfield as often as not, and ended their home football seaso:
counting largely upon break-away
defeating San Diego State 264
running backs like Johnson. Their
Led by Jack Potter, the s«
passing attack is faulty according
string
marched 55 yards in the t
to the record and they lack a definite
passing combination.
quarter for the first Spartan «
The Tigers will enter tomorrow's The next touchdown came aft!
game in apparently good condition,
44-yard drive put the Spartans
but there are several key players who
the 2-yard stripe. From here I
have slight resurring knee injuries.
Shove,
quarter-back went over
INJURY LIST
Slaughter's ailing ankle began to the six points.
act up in the Coast Guard game and
The other two scores came in
Johnny Camaicia was removed from fourth period, one when the
the contest because of his injured
string came back into the game
ankle.
•
Clint Ward still limps slightly from rambled for 54 yards for the tl
a game leg and Johnny Brusa may touchdown. The last score was in
not see action according to the way after an intercepted pass gave
his shin splints respond to treatment. Spartans the ball on the San Di
However, Willie Boyarsky, 19-yard line. Dan Conforti can
the ball over for the final points.
whose creaky leg has been caus

San Jose Wins
In Second Half

ing him trouble all season, came
out of the Sea Lion tiff in good
form after playing one of the
finest games of his great career.
He will undoubtedly see lots of
action in tomorrow's contest—
the last college game in which
he will play.
SEA LION STARS
Gene Ridley, Jim Torvik, Hill Han
son, Karl Wahl and Jim Watson—

all of whom showed up nicely agai
the Coast Guard—will be ready
go full-tilt against the highiy-toi
Naval Station.
The game will mark finis to Stag
fifty-third year of coaching and,:
cording to reports, may also ma
the end of intercollegiate football 1
College of Pacific until the war
over.

"The Coke's in"

Sports Fraternity
Holds Trials

m ,

f •

"That's the happy greeting heard todoy

wh

new supply of Coke arrives at a cooler*
wait for it... wait because the only

th,n{

Coca-Cola is Coca-Cola itself. Customers
el
and start moving up to pause and be ref'

There's a cheerful spirit al
accepting wartime restrictions

;«

